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Key messages

What is the key question?
 ► What is the effect of a common clinical dose 
of acute oral morphine on obstructive sleep 
apnoea (OSA) and who is vulnerable to 
morphine-induced respiratory depression?

What is the bottom line?
 ► We found that 40 mg oral controlled-release 
morphine did not worsen OSA overall, but there 
is a large inter-individual variability which may 
relate to individual chemoreflex and genotype.

Why read on?
 ► As the first major randomised controlled trial in 
this field, our study findings challenge previous 
pain medicine and anaesthesiology guidelines 
that suggest that opioids systematically worsen 
OSA severity, and the clinical phenotype and 
genotype findings may pave the way for a 
precision medicine approach to identify those 
most vulnerable to opioid-related harm.

AbSTrACT 
Objective anaesthesiology guidelines suggest that 
opioids worsen obstructive sleep apnoea (OSa) despite 
no randomised controlled trial evidence. We therefore 
conducted a randomised controlled trial to evaluate 
the effects of a common clinical dose of morphine on 
OSa, and to identify clinical phenotype and genotype 
vulnerability to opioid-respiratory depression.
Methods Under a double-blind, randomised, crossover 
design, 60 male patients with OSa attended two visits 
to the hospital sleep laboratory, at least 1 week apart. 
either 40 mg controlled-release oral morphine or placebo 
was administered. awake ventilatory chemoreflex 
tests were performed post dose and prior to overnight 
polysomnography monitoring. Blood was sampled before 
sleep and the next morning for toxicology and genotype 
analyses. Sleep time with oxygen saturation (SpO2) 
<90% (t90) was the primary outcome.
results Despite a large inter-individual variability, 
40 mg morphine did not worsen t90 and apnoea–
hypopnoea index, and only decreased the SpO2 nadir 
by 1.3%. in patients with severe OSa, a lower baseline 
cO2ventilatory response threshold correlated with the 
worsening of t90, apnoea–hypopnoea index and oxygen 
desaturation index with morphine use. Patients with OSa 
and the a118g OPrM1 polymorphism of a/a and a/g 
had a significantly different morphine effect on awake 
ventilatory chemosensitivity and t90 during sleep.
Conclusions 40 mg oral controlled-release morphine 
did not worsen OSa in men, challenging traditional 
thinking that OSa will be worsened by opioids. individual 
opioid response in patients with OSa may relate to 
baseline cO2 response threshold and OPrM1 genotype. 
Our study findings may pave the way for a precision 
medicine approach to avoid opioid-related risks.
Trial registration number the australian and new 
Zealand clinical trial registry, actrn12613000858796. 

InTrOduCTIOn
Deaths related to prescription opioids have quadru-
pled in the past 15 years and account for approxi-
mately 90% of non-illicit drug poisoning deaths in 
the United States.1–3 Death from opioids is nearly 
always due to respiratory arrest, and often occurs 
during sleep when breathing is primarily regulated 
by automatic neurochemical control.4 Almost 50% 
of middle-aged men and 25% of women have 
moderate to severe obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA).5 
OSA is often unrecognised and undiagnosed.6

Perioperative care of individuals with OSA is a 
major concern due to the potential risk of harm.7 8 
Indeed, while randomised controlled trial (RCT) 
evidence is lacking, OSA is considered a risk factor 
for postoperative complications as highlighted in 
recent guidelines and reviews.8 9 Therefore opioids 
are relatively contraindicated in pain management 
guidelines for people with OSA.10–12 The American 
Society of Anaesthesiologists7 and the Society of 
Anaesthesia and Sleep Medicine8 have issued prac-
tice guidelines for the perioperative management 
of patients with OSA to reduce the risk of adverse 
outcomes. However, the relevant recommenda-
tions were primarily based on retrospective case 
reports and consensus opinion. Consequently, there 
is a paucity of evidence concerning the effect of 
opioids on OSA to guide clinicians treating patients 
with chronic pain owing to the competing risks of 
inadequate treatment of pain and potentially fatal 
opioid overdose. To date, only one small controlled 
OSA study has been performed, comparing the 
effect of remifentanil (n=10) with saline infusion 
(n=9) in patients with OSA.13 Remifentanil infu-
sion increased central sleep apnoea events and 
decreased obstructive events with no overall change 
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in apnoea–hypopnoea index (AHI), and with marked inter-in-
dividual variability.13 The small sample size, lack of crossover 
design and use of an intravenous infusion to deliver the short-
acting drug therefore limits the ability to draw robust conclu-
sions about the standard oral opioid use at doses used to treat 
acute pain.

The pathophysiology of OSA is complex and the effects of 
opioids on OSA are not well understood. There may be large 
inter-individual variability in the effects of opioids, with OSA 
worsening in some and improving in others, which may be 
explained, at least in part, by inter-individual differences in OSA 
pathophysiology.13 14 In our pilot study that included 10 people 
with mild to moderate OSA, 30 mg of acute oral morphine para-
doxically improved nocturnal oxygenation in those with the 
highest plasma morphine concentration, which was correlated 
with changes in awake ventilatory chemoreflexes.14 These find-
ings led us to the hypothesis that certain ventilatory chemoreflex 
phenotypes may predict which patients with OSA are prone to 
respiratory depression, or conversely, experience reductions in 
OSA severity with morphine. Furthermore, polymorphisms in 
genes controlling opioid pharmacokinetics and/or pharmacody-
namics may also influence the response to these drugs.15 Up to 
30% of variability in respiratory depression due to opioids is 
thought to be due to genetic factors.16

To address the evidence gap relating to opioid effects in 
patients with OSA, we conducted a randomised trial to evaluate 
the effect of a common clinical dose of acute oral morphine 
on OSA, and to identify patients with OSA who are vulnerable 
to morphine-induced respiratory depression by using clinical 
phenotyping and genotyping techniques. We hypothesised that 
morphine would have a beneficial effect on OSA in people with 
certain phenotypes/genotypes via a reduction in ventilatory 
chemosensitivity, and worsen OSA in others who have certain 
phenotypes/genotypes, rendering these patients at increased risk 
of respiratory arrest.

MeThOdS
Study design and participants
The MorphOSA trial was a randomised, double-blind, place-
bo-controlled crossover trial conducted at the sleep laboratory 
of the Royal Price Alfred Hospital, a tertiary teaching hospital 
of the University of Sydney. Sixty-eight untreated men with 
OSA were evaluated with 60 completed. Patients were recruited 
following diagnosis of OSA (AHI ≥5 events/hour) from the sleep 
clinics at the Woolcock Institute of Medical Research or Royal 
Prince Alfred Hospital. Patients were included when they had 
a body mass index (BMI) ≤40 kg/m2, awake peripheral oxygen 
saturation (SpO2) >90% and nocturnal SpO2 nadir ≥60%.

Patients were excluded if they had a severe medical comor-
bidity, history of drug abuse or allergy to morphine, were taking 
central nervous system active drugs such as sedative hypnotics and 
antipsychotics, a creatinine clearance (Cockroft-Gault) <60 mL/
min; abnormal lung function test, or a known history of CO2 
retention (PCO2 >45 mmHg during wakefulness). Patients with 
other significant sleep disorders and concurrent continuous posi-
tive airway pressure (CPAP) users were also excluded.

All patients provided written informed consent, and the local 
ethics committee (NSW Sydney Local Health District SSWAHS 
trial X13-0045) approved the study.

randomisation and masking
A computer programme produced two sequences with 
randomised permuted blocks with a block size of four. Based 

on screening stratification, patients were assigned using one 
of the two produced randomisation sequences to receive 
either morphine first, then placebo, or the reverse. Following 
screening, each patient was assigned a unique number in sequen-
tial, ascending, chronological order which corresponded to the 
treatment allocation and stratification. Morphine sulfate or 
identical placebo was prepared in opaque capsules by a hospital 
pharmacist who was not involved in patient assessments. Study 
investigators were blinded to treatment allocation for the dura-
tion of the study.

Procedures
On each study visit, 40 mg controlled-release morphine (MS 
Contin one 30 mg and one 10 mg capsule) or placebo was admin-
istered at 17:30 following an evening meal. After administration, 
patients remained in the sleep laboratory and abstained from 
food or caffeine. Between 21:00 and 21:45, ventilatory chemo-
reflexes and 5 min ventilation were measured while awake, 
rested and seated. At 21:30 and 07:00 the next morning, blood 
samples (5 mL) were collected for plasma morphine and metab-
olite analysis, and opioid genotyping.

Overnight in-laboratory polysomnography was performed at 
around 22:00. Polysomnographic data were recorded and anal-
ysed using Respironics Alice-5 hardware and G3 software (Respi-
ronics, Murrysville, Pennsylvania, USA). Sleep and respiratory 
scoring was performed by a single, blinded senior poloysomno-
graphic technologist using standard AASM criteria.17

To measure awake ventilatory chemoreflexes, we used a 
custom-made fully computerised system based on Duffin’s modi-
fied rebreathing method.18 The 10 min full testing protocol has 
been described in the online supplement and elsewhere.18 19 Two 
key outcome parameters, ventilatory recruitment threshold of 
CO2 (VRT) and hypercapnic ventilatory response slope (HCVR), 
a measure of chemosensitivity, are quantified using analysing 
software. All results were cross checked by two researchers who 
were blinded to the treatment order.

Plasma morphine, morphine-3-glucuronide (M3G) and 
morphine-6-glucuronide (M6G) concentrations were quantified 
by liquid chromatography mass spectroscopy at the laboratory 
of the Discipline of Pharmacology, The University of Adelaide, 
South Australia. Genotyping analysis of the ABCB1 and OPRM1 
genes was also performed at this location. Genotyping analysis 
of the HTR3B gene was performed by the Beijing Genomics 
Institute, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China. The three candidate 
genes (OPRM1 (rs1799971, 118 A>G), ABCB1 (rs1045642, 
3435 C>T) and HTR3B (rs7103572 C>T)) were identified by 
recent studies that show different responses to opioids according 
to different polymorphisms.20–22 A further description of the 
methodology can be found in online supplement and Barrett et 
al.23

Outcome measures
The primary outcome measure was the sleep time with oxygen satu-
ration below 90% (T90). Secondary outcomes included standard 
polysomnography measures during sleep, including AHI, SpO2 
nadir, average SpO2, oxygen desaturation index (ODI) and arousal 
index (ArI). Effect modifiers to be examined included awake venti-
latory chemoreflex measures, plasma morphine, M3G and M6G 
concentrations, OPRM1, ABCB1 and HTR3B genotype.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed in SAS version 9.4 (SAS Insti-
tute, Cary, North Carolina, USA). Analyses were planned to 
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Figure 1 Study flow diagram.

test a mixed model to determine whether sleep apnoea severity 
changes the effect of morphine on primary and secondary 
outcomes by classifying patients as having mild or moderate 
to severe OSA (AHI above or below 20). A test of group*drug 
was used to test for effect modification using an α of 0.05 for 
significance. Linear regression was used to test whether the 
placebo-adjusted effect of morphine on the primary outcome 
was associated with the following: plasma morphine concentra-
tions (and genetic markers for morphine CNS efflux transport), 
awake chemoreflex parameters (HCVR/VRT), minute ventila-
tion (VE), age and BMI. Bivariate correlations were tested by 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient. To detect a 7 min difference in 
T90 between morphine and placebo based on a 15.4 min SD of 
the difference between morphine and placebo, observed in our 
pilot study with 90% power and a type one error rate of 5%, 
53 participants were required.14 Initially, we planned to recruit 
55 patients allowing a dropout of 2 patients. Before the closing 
of recruitment, we considered that an extra five patients should 
be added, allowing for 10% of poor quality/unusable data. 
Therefore, a total of 60 patients were recruited. The protocol 

and analysis plan was pre-registered on the Australian and New 
Zealand Clinical Trial Registry (ACTRN12613000858796).

reSulTS
Between 21 August 2013 and 3 March 2015, 68 patients were 
screened for inclusion into the study (figure 1). One patient was 
excluded during screening due to taking lamotrigine for bipolar 
disorder. After consenting to participate, five patients withdrew 
consent for personal reasons and another could not be contacted. 
Sixty-one patients were randomised and completed at least one 
study visit, with one patient withdrawing after the placebo visit 
due to personal reasons. Thus, 60 patients completed the study 
protocol.

Baseline demographics and clinical characteristics are 
described in table 1. The mean age of the 60 male patients was 
44.4 years (SD 11.7) and mean BMI was in the overweight cate-
gory (29.3 kg/m2). Three patients were of Asian ethnicity, the 
remainder were Caucasian. The mean Epworth Sleepiness Scale 
score was 8.3 (SD 4.3) and mean blood pressure was within 
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Table 1 Baseline characteristics and sleep respiratory parameters 
measured at placebo

Overall mean 
(Sd)

Mild group 
mean (Sd)

Severe group 
mean (Sd)

n 60 45 15

Age, years 44.4 (11.7) 42.8 (11.3) 49.2 (12.0)

bMI, kg/m2 29.3 (3.9) 28.5 (3.5) 32.0 (4.1)

epworth Sleepiness Scale 
(eSS), n/24

8.3 (4.3) 8.0 (4.4) 9.2 (4.1)

neck circumference, cm 41.2 (3.4) 40.2 (3.0) 43.9 (3.3)

Systolic blood pressure, 
mmHg

125.8 (11.1) 124.9 (11.6) 128.6 (9.4)

diastolic blood pressure, 
mmHg

81.6 (8.6) 80.9 (9.0) 83.7 (7.5)

T90, min 4.0 (9.6) 1.0 (2.6) 13.3 (15.6)

T95, min 92.1 (89.0) 78.7 (89.0) 132.2 (78.4)

SpO2 nadir, % 87.2 (5.7) 88.6 (4.9) 83.2 (6.1)

AhI, events/hour 19.1 (17.7) 10.5 (4.9) 44.9 (17.2)

AhI (reM), events/hour 20.3 (23.4) 11.8 (10.5) 45.6 (32.2)

AhI (nreM), events/hour 18.9 (17.7) 10.3 (5.7) 44.7 (16.6)

OdI, events/hour 14.3 (16.0) 7.0 (5.0) 36.0 (18.2)

ArI, events/hour 25.5 (13.9) 20.3 (7.1) 41 (17.7)

Medications n (%) n (%) n (%)

Antidepressant (SSrI) 7 (12) 5 (11) 2 (13)

Antihypertensive 5 (8) 3 (7) 2 (13)

Antihypercholesterolaemic 6 (10) 4 (9) 2 (13)

Biometrics measured at the screening visit. Polysomnography variables measured 
during the placebo night. Medications subjectively reported via questionnaire 
during screening visit.    Mild group:  AHI at placebo visit  < 20  events/hour; severe 
group: AHI at placebo  visit ≥ 20  events/hour.
AHI,  apnoea–hypopnoea index; Arl, arousal index;  BMI, body mass index; 
N1, stage N1 sleep; N2, stage N2 sleep; NREM, non-rapid eye movement 
sleep; ODI, oxygen desaturation index; REM, rapid eye movement sleep; SE, 
sleep efficiency;  SOL, sleep onset latency; SpO2nadir, oxygen saturation nadir; SWS, 
slow wave sleep; TST, total sleep time; WASO, wake after sleep onset. 

the normal range. Despite our aim to have an equal number of 
patients distributed in the mild and severe groups, measured on 
the placebo night 45 patients had AHI<20 events/hour (mild 
group), and 15 patients had AHI≥20 events/hour (severe group) 
(table 1). The OPRM1 G variant allele was found in 16/60 
patients (16/60 A/G; 0/60 G/G; 44/60 A/A), the ABCB1 T variant 
allele in 36/60 patients (24 C/C; 19 C/T; 17 T/T), and the HTR3B 
T variant allele in 24 patients (36 C/C; 23 C/T; 1 T/T). All were 
in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium.

The primary outcome, T90, was not significantly altered by 
morphine, adjusting for age and BMI did not affect the result 
(table 2 and figure 2). Most patients had a relatively small 
change in T90 following morphine: 12/60 patients had 0% 
change; 13/60 patients had a small (<5% total sleep time (TST)) 
improvement; 30/60 patients had minor (<5% TST) worsening. 
However there were a small number of patients who had more 
substantial changes: 3/60 had improvements in T90 >5% of 
TST (15.7%, 8.4% and 6.1%) and 2/60 patients had worsening 
in T90 >5% TST (20.5%–20.9% TST).

Secondary outcomes revealed an overall mild respiratory 
depressant effect of morphine with sleep time below 95% oxygen 
saturation (T95) increased by 41.2 min, a reduced SpO2 nadir by 
1.3%, a reduced mean SpO2 by 0.5%, and an increased mean 
transcutaneous CO2 pressure (PtcCO2; SenTec, Switzerland) by 

2·1 mmHg (table 2). There were no significant differences in 
AHI, ODI, central apnoea index (CAI) or mean apnoea length 
between morphine and placebo (table 2). Following morphine, 
32/60 patients had a reduction in AHI (range 0.2–30.7 events/
hour), one patient had no change, and 27/60 patients had an 
increase in their AHI (range 0.2–40.9 events/hour). Patients 
spent significantly more time sleeping in the supine position with 
morphine (an increase of 8.6% in TST compared with placebo). 
However, the increase in supine sleep did not correlate with the 
worsening of T95, SpO2 nadir or PtcCO2 (all P values>0.05). 
OSA severity (AHI ≥20 events/hour on the placebo arm) did not 
modify the effect of morphine therapy on any of the sleep respi-
ratory outcomes (all interaction P values>0.05).

Morphine depressed chemosensitivity with VRT increasing by 
1.6 mmHg (Table E1) and HCVR reduced by 0.4 L/min/mmHg. 
Baseline (on placebo) HCVR positively correlated with AHI (on 
placebo) (r=0.32, P=0.01). In addition, the degree of HCVR 
reduction was positively associated with a reduction in AHI 
(r=0.26, P=0.046). In the severe OSA group, the higher base-
line (placebo) VRT correlated with an improvement in AHI, T90 
(% TST), ODI, and arousal index after morphine use (figure 3). 
In contrast, we did not find such a phenotyping effect in the mild 
OSA group with AHI <20 (online supplementary figure E1).

Mean plasma morphine concentration at 21:30 (3.5 hours 
post dose) was 7·0 (SD 2.6) ng/mL and at 07:00 was 1.8 (SD 0.7) 
ng/mL (Table E2). Plasma morphine, M3G and M6G metabo-
lite concentration were not associated with morphine-induced 
change in any key respiratory parameter in table 2.

The OPRM1 genotype subgroup (A/G vs A/A) significantly 
modified morphine’s effect on T90 (interaction P=0.014). In 44 
patients with an A/A OPRM1 genotype, T90 (% TST) increased 
by 1.2% (P=0.10), whereas in 16 patients with an A/G OPRM1 
genotype, T90 (% TST) decreased by −1.7% (P=0.09). In the 
44 subjects with an OPRM1 A/A genotype, HCVR was not 
altered by morphine (−0.15 (95% CI −0.39 to 0.09) L/min/
mmHg; P=0.24), whereas in the A/G subjects (n=16), morphine 
significantly reduced HCVR by 0.90 (95% CI −1.46 to −0.33) 
L/min/mmHg (P=0.0041).

Given the links between morphine-induced change in T90 
with OPRM1 genotype and baseline VRT, we also evaluated the 
characteristics of the five patients with the largest improvement 
and worsening of T90 following morphine (table 3). This showed 
that four of five patients who had the greatest improvements had 
the OPRM1 A/G genotype (only in 16/60 patients), and baseline 
(placebo) VRT was higher in these five patients compared with 
those who had the largest increases in overnight hypoxaemia. 
Those who had the greatest improvements were older (table 3).

Three of the 60 patients studied had mild adverse events 
which are documented in the online supplement.

dISCuSSIOn
This study showed that 40 mg controlled-release oral morphine 
did not increase the time spent below SpO2 <90% during sleep 
(primary study outcome) or sleep apnoea frequency (secondary 
outcome) in individuals with OSA. However, there was large 
inter-individual variability. Small sub-clinical effects such as 
increased PtcCO2, T95 and decreased mean SpO2 were observed 
in some subjects. There was no relationship between the change 
in breathing during sleep and plasma morphine concentration. 
Using awake ventilatory response testing, we found that in 
patients with moderate to severe OSA (AHI>20 events/hour), 
a lower VRT correlated with worsening OSA outcomes with 
morphine. The study findings also support the concept that an 
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Table 2 The effects of morphine on breathing during sleep

Placebo mean (Sd) Morphine mean (Sd)
Adjusted delta
mean (95% CI)

Treatment effect
(P)

T90, min 4.0 (9.6) 6.2 (17.8) 2.1 (−2.2 to 6.4) 0.33

T90, %TST 1.2 (3.1) 1.6 (4.6) 0.4 (−0.7 to 1.6) 0.46

T95, min 92.1 (89.0) 133.4 (119.1) 41.2 (16.2 to 66.3)** 0.002

SpO2 nadir, % 87.2 (5.7) 86 (5.7) −1.3 (−2.6 to −0.1)* 0.036

Mean PtcCO2, mmHg 43.7 (4.1) 45.9 (4.1) 2.1 (1.1 to 3.1)*** <0.001

Mean SpO2, % 95.4 (1.3) 94.9 (1.5) −0.5 (−0.7 to −0.2)*** <0.001

OdI, /hour 14.3 (16) 15.6 (15.6) 1.4 (−1.6 to 4.3) 0.36

AhI, /hour 19.1 (17.7) 20.7 (19.1) 1.6 (−1.9 to 5) 0.36

OAI, /hour 4.7 (7.2) 7.1 (11.3) 2.4 (0.3 to 4.5)* 0.026

hI, /hour 12.7 (11.9) 10.9 (9.4) −1.7 (−3.9 to 0.4) 0.12

CAI, /hour 0.8 (1.3) 1.2 (2.0) 0.4 (−0.03 to 0.9) 0.068

MAI, /hour 1.0 (2.3) 1.5 (2.9) 0.4 (−0.1 to 1.0) 0.096

ArI, events/hour 25.5 (13.9) 27.1 (14.8) 1.7 (−1.9 to 5.2) 0.35

hypopnoea to apnoea ratio 0.71 (0.2) 0.64 (0.24) −0.07 (−0.12 to −0.01)* 0.015

Mean apnoea length, s 20.3 (5.8) 20.6 (6.9) −0.2 (−2.2 to 1.7) 0.17

Supine proportion, % 32.3 (28.6) 40.9 (30.4) 8.6 (3.0 to 14.2)** 0.003

Bold texts indicate p<0.05. 
 n=60. Hypopnoea to apnoea  ratio = percentage  of AHI made up of hypopnoeas, where  1 = 100%  hypopnoeas  and  0 = 100%  apnoeas. Morphine effect tested by 
mixed model of repeated measures controlling for treatment order, age, BMI if appropriate. For T90 min and T90 %TST, difference between morphine and placebo, with  
95%  confidence limits, and P-value were adjusted for age, BMI, baseline T90, baseline SpO2 and proportion of sleep time spent in supine position. Supine proportion = 
percentage  of TST spent supine.  
AHI ,  apnoea–hypopnoea index; ArI, arousal index; BMI, body mass index; CAI, central apnoea index; HI, hypopnoea index; MAI, mixed apnoea index; OAI, obstructive apnoea 
index; ODI, oxygen desaturation index; PtcCO2, pressure of transcutaneous carbon dioxide; SpO2 nadir, oxygen saturation nadir; T90 min, sleep time spent below 90% oxygen 
saturation; %TST, percentage of total sleep time; T95, sleep time spent below 95% oxygen saturation.

individual’s OSA response to morphine is related to the A118G 
OPRM1 polymorphism.

In Pain Medicine and Anesthesiology guidelines and reviews, 
opioids have been implicated as worsening sleep-disordered 
breathing in people with OSA.11 12 However, this conclusion has 
been based on indirect evidence, rather than controlled clinical 
trials.10 11 24–26 Existing studies and reports were confounded by 
being in the perioperative setting, using a higher morphine equiv-
alent dose, concomitant use of anaesthetic agents, other sedative 
therapeutic drugs and/or oxygen, or involving multiple diseases 
(other than OSA) and surgical procedures related to pain and 
sleep disturbance. Therefore, it has been difficult to isolate the 
effect of opioids per se on OSA.

A recent Cochrane review has identified only one small 
controlled study that specifically evaluated the effect of opioids 
on OSA.13 27 Within a double-blind, placebo-controlled trial, 10 
patients with moderate OSA received an intravenous infusion 
of remifentanil (0.075 mg/kg lean body mass) and nine different 
patients with OSA received a saline infusion.13Compared with 
baseline, intravenous remifentanil increased mean T90 by 
80 min and reduced SpO2 nadir by 9% awake and 7% asleep.13 
In contrast, we observed no such effect either awake or asleep 
during our study. Interestingly, remifentanil significantly reduced 
OSA and increased central sleep apnoea, which led to no change 
in overall AHI. We did not observe any change in central or 
obstructive events. The difference in findings may relate to 
differences in drug, drug route and study design. Our oral dose 
of 40 mg controlled-release morphine reflects a common dose 
used for pain management and is comparable to ~13 mg of 
intravenous morphine over a 12 hour period.

Morphine caused mild respiratory depression in the current 
study as reflected by the T95, SpO2 nadir and PtcCO2 during 

sleep findings. Recent findings indicate that increased overnight 
PtcCO2 may be an important contributor to daytime sleepi-
ness.28 Thus, while the increase in PtcCO2 in the current study 
was small, morphine may contribute to daytime sleepiness via 
overnight CO2 retention. Increases in CO2 and reductions in 
oxygenation may be a primary drug effect on respiratory motor 
control or a secondary drug effect due to increased supine sleep 
in the morphine arm because of reduced motor activity with 
opioids. However, there was wide inter-individual variability in 
these parameters and the effects on breathing during sleep. Three 
key factors that may influence individual variation in morphine 
response, plasma morphine concentrations after dosing, awake 
chemoreflexes and genetic polymorphism, were examined in the 
current study. In contrast to our pilot study in which there was 
a robust paradoxical relationship between plasma morphine and 
improvement in T90,14 we found no relationship in this present 
trial between plasma morphine and T90. There was an eight-
fold range in plasma morphine and in both studies blood was 
sampled 4–5 hours after dosing, corresponding to the time for 
peak concentration.

In addition, morphine reduced awake chemosensitivity 
(HCVR) and increased the CO2 response threshold (VRT). 
Severe chemoreflex depression can be detrimental in certain 
patients with OSA and lead to worse blood gas disturbances.29 
However, mild reductions in chemosensitivity paradoxically 
reduce OSA severity in the one third of patients with OSA who 
have heightened sensitivity to CO2, which contributes to their 
OSA pathogenesis.29 Indeed, interventions that reduce chemore-
flex sensitivity (or high loop gain) such as O2 therapy and acet-
azolamide also reduce OSA severity.30 These current findings 
are also consistent with our pilot study using 30 mg slow release 
morphine in which there was no consistent overall drug effect 
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Figure 2 Histogram of change in oxygen saturation < 90% (T90) (% of total sleep time (TST)). Positive x-axis values (red dashed line) correspond to 
worsening of T90 following morphine. Negative x-axis values (solid green line) correspond to improvement in T90 following morphine.

but rather marked inter-individual variability was observed 
which was related to changes in chemosensitivity.14 In the 
present study, baseline OSA severity was associated with higher 
HCVR/chemosensitivity/loop gain, and morphine related reduc-
tions in the HCVR/loop gain were associated with a decrease in 
OSA severity (AHI). This is consistent with our study hypothesis. 
We speculate that the counter balance between morphine’s OSA 
improving effect and direct CNS depressant effect resulted in the 
overall respiratory outcome of morphine on OSA. This counter 
balance effect may also explain the large variability in individual 
OSA response to morphine, and a lack of dose response respira-
tory depression in patients with OSA.

Prior to the study, we also hypothesised that certain baseline 
chemoreflex properties in patients with OSA may phenotype/
predict which patients are getting better or worse with morphine 
use. In the present study, we did find that in patients with severe 
OSA (AHI>20), higher baseline (placebo) VRT significantly 
correlated with an improvement in T90 (% TST), AHI, ODI, 
and arousal index after morphine use (figure 3). Thus, awake 
chemoreflex markers may be important in predicting the effects 
of morphine in OSA during sleep. This predicting/phenotyping 
effect is not seen in the mild OSA group (online supplementary 
figure E1), as their baseline chemoreflex may not be signifi-
cantly altered to compensate the mild upper airway abnormal-
ities. However, given the complexity of OSA pathogenesis and 
variability in OSA phenotypes,29 chemoreflex sensitivity alone 
may be insufficient as a predictive tool.

The A/A OPRM1 genotype was associated with a worsening 
in T90 while improvement occurred in patients with the A/G 

OPRM1 phenotype. This was exemplified by the finding that 
four of five patients who had the greatest reductions in OSA 
severity with morphine were A/G (in 16/60 patients). Conversely, 
four of the five patients who had substantial worsening of OSA 
with morphine were A/A (in 44/60 patients). Part of this effect 
may have been mediated through a reduction in chemoreflex 
sensitivity, with morphine reducing HCVR in A/G patients. 
Thus, the clinical phenotyping and genotyping techniques used 
in this study may provide novel biomarkers to help predict indi-
vidual responses to morphine for future larger research studies.

Methodological considerations
This is the largest randomised clinical trial to date to examine 
the effects of morphine in OSA and was accompanied by novel 
clinical phenotyping and genotyping and measurement of plasma 
morphine and its metabolites. However, there are several limita-
tions that require acknowledgement. First, only men were enrolled 
in this study. Compared with men, women have blunted respira-
tory chemosensitivity which varies across the menstrual cycle and 
were thus excluded.31 Research in women is a priority for future 
appropriately designed studies. Second, the dose of morphine used 
in this study is common to pain management. But dosing regimens 
vary in different settings and there are many different types of 
opioids, which may have different effects on sleep and breathing, 
even at equivalent analgesic doses. Indeed, the findings of the 
current study may not necessarily extend to higher doses of opioids 
when the possible beneficial effects of improving respiratory 
chemoreflex stability could be outweighed by central depressant 
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Figure 3 Correlation between placebo ventilatory recruitment threshold of CO 2 (VRT) (PO2=150 mmHg) and Δ respiratory polysomnographic 
variables in 15 patients with placebo apnoea–hypopnoea index  (AHI)≥20 events/hour. Dashed red arrow=worse respiration during sleep following 
morphine; solid green arrow=improvement. Panel A: Pearson’s r=−0.71; P=0.003. Panel B: Pearson’s r=−0.71; P=0.003. Panel C: Pearson’s r=−0.54; 
P=0.039. Panel D: Pearson’s r=−0.52; P=0.049.

Table 3 Examination of individual characteristics of the five patients who had the greatest improvements and the five patients who had the most 
pronounced worsening of T90 following morphine

rand number
Δ T90
(% TST)

Δ AhI
(/hour) Age (years)

AbCb1
genotype

OPrM1
genotype

hTr3b 
genotype

Placebo VrT
(mmhg)

Placebo hCVr
(mmhg/l/min)

Greatest 
improvements 
in T90

r53 −15.7 −30.7 54 C/C A/G CT 62.87 4.05

r62 −8.4 −22.6 49 C/C A/G CC 54.38 1.66

r43 −6.1 13.9 61 T/T A/G CC 49.86 0.94

r50 −2.9 −24.8 64 C/T A/A CC 60.94 0.93

r38 −1.9 −0.6 63 C/T A/G TT 42.37 1.59

Mean
(Sd)

−7.0
(5.5)

13.0
(18.9)

58.2
(6.5)

3/5
(C/T+T/T)

4/5
A/G

2/5
(CT+TT)

54.10
(8.4)

1.80
(1.3)

5 patients 
with worst T90 
change

r31 3.3 9.1 63 C/C A/A CC 56.95 2.09

r34 3.8 4.2 43 C/C A/G CT 44.56 1.90

r33 4.6 27.7 55 C/T A/A CT 42.17 2.53

r36 20.5 18.2 33 T/T A/A CT 45.21 2.06

r64 20.9 −1.6 50 C/C A/A CT 59.03 0.42

Mean
 (Sd)

10.6
(9.2)

11.5
(11.6)

48.8
(11.5)

2/5 (C/T+T/T) 1/5
A/G

4/5
(CT+TT)

49.60
(7.8)

1.80
(0.8)

50 remaining 
patients

Mean
(Sd)

0.1
(0.6)

1.9
(11.2)

42.6
(11.2)

T/T=17
C/T=19
C/C=24

A/A=44
A/G=16

CC=36
CT=23
TT=1

54.60
(6.9)

1.60
(0.8)

effects. Third, we did not include patients with morbid obesity and 
hypoventilation due to safety concerns. In these patients, morphine 
could increase hypoventilation due to their reduced respiratory 

chemosensitivity.32 Fourth, multi-drug use and/or patients with 
other concurrent diseases/surgery are also beyond the scope of the 
current study. Fifth, we agree that the primary outcome variable 
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T90 min is not a perfect choice with a very skewed distribution. 
While most of the patients had change in T90 min of <2 min, a 
couple of patients had a change of over 1 hour. However, other 
PSG respiratory parameters such as SpO2 nadir, T95, T80, AHI, 
ODI and PtcCO2 have even greater pitfalls if selected as primary 
outcomes for respiratory depression. To minimise the distribution 
bias of T90 min, we presented T90 as percentage of total sleep 
time (T90%) in analyses requiring more bell-shaped distribution. 
The significance of P values was not changed by either T90 min 
or T90% (table 2). We also recognise that if total sleep time is 
small, T90% could overestimate respiratory depression while T90 
min could underestimate it. Finally, our acute single dose morphine 
results may not extend to patients with chronic morphine use in 
whom central sleep apnoea may be found.33 Future carefully moni-
tored studies testing the effect of higher drug doses and chronic 
dosing in a broader spectrum of patients with OSA should be 
considered.

Conclusions and clinical implications
In conclusion, as the first major RCT in this field, we found that 
40 mg oral slow release morphine did not worsen OSA in men, 
challenging traditional thinking that OSA will be generally wors-
ened with opioid use. Individual opioid response in patients 
with severe OSA may be related to baseline CO2 response threshold 
and OPRM1 genotype. Given the large variability in opioid 
response, we could not conclude that this dose of opioid is safe for 
all patients with OSA, especially in the clinical situations of morbid 
obesity, multi-drug use, or patients with other concurrent diseases/
surgery. Importantly, our findings in opioid response phenotype 
and genotype may pave the way for a precision medicine approach 
to develop strategies to avoid excess complications and deaths in 
those patients most vulnerable to opioid-related harm.
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